
Fall Table Runner Step 4 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepare the appliqués. Trace the appliqués to your fusible web. Before fusing to 

the fabrics cut out the sections indicated on the templates. When fusing the 

appliqués to the fabric do not fuse the bottom. 

This step will eliminate a buildup of fusible at 

the bottom of the turkey. Cut out the feather 

then cut away the little strip of fusible. 

    

 

 

Assembling the train car. Begin as with the other cars to get the little side front 

piece in place. Position feather 1 and fuse in place. Add feathers 2 and 3, fuse and 

edge stitch all 3 feathers. Add the wings, fuse and edge stitch. Put the turkey’s 

body in place, fuse and edge stitch.  

Use fabric markers to draw his eyes, beak and wattle. 

Complete the train car. 

Embellishing.  Add a narrow ribbon to the pilgrim’s hat. Stitch spoke in the wheels 

of the train cars. I used a triple stitch built into my machine. Stitch over the lines 

two or three times if that stitch is not available to you. 

 
 

 

 



Finishing the table runner. Cut the backing fabric 20” x 39”. Center the table 

runner on the backing. Use a temporary spray adhesive to hold the two pieces 

together. Add a few safety pins can be added for extra basting. 

Cut two strips from the first border fabric 1” x WOF (width of fabric). Cut 10” off 

the end of both strips. Place these two strips right sides together with the ends of 

the background piece. Stitch in place using a ¼” seam allowance. Press the strips 

away from the background.  

Cut 29½” from the remainder of the first border strips. Pin in place along the top 

and bottom of the background and stitch in place, press. 

Cut three strips 4” x WOF of the outside border fabric. Measure the height of the 

runner, cut two pieces from one of the strips to this measurement and stitch to 

the ends of the runner, press. Measure the length of the runner. Cut two strips to 

this length and stitch to the top and bottom of the runner, press.  

Cut three binding strips 2¼” and add to the runner using your favorite binding 

technique. 

I did not do any additional quilting of my table runner. This is a personal decision. 

If you feel the project needs more quilting go ahead and quilt as much as you like. 


